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1. INTRODUCTION 
The q-Racah polynomials, which were introduced by Askey and Wilson 
1119 can be defined in terms of a balanced terminating 4#3 basic 
hypergeometric series by 
w,(x; q) = W,,(x; a, 6, c, N; q) 
where n = 0, l,..., N. The 4#3 series is a special case of a ,.+ ,tir basic 
hypergeometric series defined by 
(1.2) 
whenever the series converges, where (a),=l, (~)~=(u;q),=(l-u)X 
(1 -uq) ... (1 -uqk-‘) for k= I, 2 ,..., and -1 < q < 1. 
It was shown in [ 1 ] that Wn(x; q) is a polynomial of degree n in the 
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variable p(x) = q-” + cq”-” and that these polynomials satisfy the 
orthogonality relation 
s 
ci 
\‘ p(x; q) W,(x; q) W,(.x; q) = 2. 
-0 x h,(q) 
where 
P(,.u; q) = P(X; a, b, c, N; q) 
= brvx (1 - cq *“-“‘)(aq), (bcq), (q -“), (abq) ’ 
(4)x ( 1 - cq -%a -‘q-‘v)x (bp’q-Y),y (cq), ’ 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
h,(q) = h,(a, 6. c, N; q) 
= (h),(l -abq *‘+ ‘)(w), (WI, (4 -s’), (&I,. (UC ‘qh (c ‘@In 
(~~,(1--bq)(bq),(~c-‘~),(~bq”+*),(~bq*),~(~bq*),(c~ ‘A ’ 
and it is assumed that a. b, c are real numbers such that p(x: q) is positive 
for .Y = 0. l..... N. 
From (I .3) it follows that the product formula 
W,(-x; 9) W”(.K 9) = 2 K(x,.Y, z; q)p(z; 9) W,,(z; 9) 
i 0 
(1.6) 
holds for IZ = 0, 1. 2 ,..., N, with the kernel defined by 
K(x,y, z; q) EE K(x,y, z; a, b, c, N; q) 
= 2 h,(q) W,(x; s) W,(.K 4) W,(z; 4). 
n-0 
(1.71 
The main problem of interest to us concerning this kernel is: under what 
conditions on a, b, c, q is K(x,y, z; q) > 0 for x,4’, z = 0, l,..., N? It is the 
nonnegativity of K(x, y, z; q) that is required to prove the positivity of a 
generalized translation operator and which enables one to construct a 
convolution structure for the q-Racah polynomials in a manner analogous to 
that in Gasper [4] for Jacobi polynomials. 
Since no judgment can be made about the nonnegativity of K(x,J?. z; q) 
from the form of the series on the right-hand side of (1.7) which is, in fact, a 
quadruple series with positive and negative terms, our approach will be to 
convert it to a form where the individual terms in the series are nonnegative 
for certain values of the parameters. One of the main tools that we need to 
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use is the following Watson-type product formula recently discovered by 
Rahman [ 81; 
W,,(X; ah-‘, d, bed-‘, N; q) W,,(v; a, b, c, N; q) 
x .+ (q-“)k (q”+ lab), (ac-‘qNdXt ‘)k 
k=O h)k tad, W- ‘dk 
x (ac-‘qN-Y+‘)k (abd-‘qx+l)k (aqY+‘)k k 
(ac-‘q), (ac-‘q’“’ ‘)k (abqN+Z)k ’ 
-N-I-k 
x 10#9 
ca-‘q , 
-q(ca-‘q-N-l-k)l12, a-lb-lq-N-l-k, ca-‘q-k, 
-(ca-lq-N-lLk)l/2, 
bcq, 
-N 
4 3 
-k 
9 ) cd-lbq”-N, 
ca-‘qmN, a-‘b-‘W-k, 
cq Y--N 3 4 -Y 3 9 --x 
a-lq-y-k, ca-lqy-N-k, ca-lqx-N-k; 4, d/a 1 , (1.8) ” , 
where the same value of the square root is used throughout. However, this 
4 series is not transformable by Jackson’s theorem [ 11, p. 1021 unless it is 10 9 
balanced [ 1, p. 10091, which happens only when a = d. Thus, in order to be 
able to apply Jackson’s theorem to (1.8) we are forced to restrict ourselves to 
the special case a = b = d of (1.8) and look for a nonnegative representation 
for K(x, y, z; 6, b, c, N; q). 
Since the symmetry of K(x, y, z; q) in x, y, z is evident from (1.7), in 
considering the nonnegativity of K(x, y, z; q) we can, without loss of 
generality, assume that 
O<z<x<y<N, x,y,z=O, l,..., N. (1.9) 
Setting a = b = d in (1.8) and using transformation formulas we shall 
show that under conditions (1.9) 
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K(x, y, z; b, 6, c, N; q) 
x7 (cq2y-xcN>i (1 _ cq2?~x~ V i 2’) 
= C(x,.K z; 4) 1 
i-0 (q)i( 1 - Cq*y-xp,V) 
with 
C(& I’, 2; 9) 
if y < x + z, and K(x, y, z; b, 6, c, N; q) = 0 if y > x + z. 
Observe that from (1.10) and (1.11) it is clear that if 0 < q < 1. then 
K(x. y. z; b, b. c, N; q) is nonnegative when 
4 -.‘< b<c. (1.12) 
In addition, if we set d = bc- ‘, then from 
’ 
-II 
W,(x;b, b,c,N;q)= z,& ’ ’ nf’C2d23 qml, cq”-” c2dq, q ‘3 cdq ; 414 I 
= W,(x; c*d, d, c, N; q) (1.13) 
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we see that condition (1.12) is equivalent to q-“’ < cd < c, which implies that 
the kernel K(x, y, z; a, b, c, N; q) is nonnegative for 0 < q < 1 when a = bc2, 
0 < b < 1, and qbzN < ab. For the Hahn polynomial case (c = 0, q --* 1) of 
(1.6) see Rahman 19, lo]. 
Furthermore, we can use the obvious duality of x and n in (1.1) to give 
cases in which the coefficients in the linearization 
W,(x; 9) WA-Y s> = \‘ 
k=i;;--ml 
g(k, m, n; a, 6, c, N; q) Wk(x; q) (1.14) 
are nonnegative. For, replacing x, y, z, n in (1.6) by n, m, k, x, respectively, 
setting a = b, /? = cb-‘qp”-‘, y = b’q”+‘, and using 
-n 
W,(n; b, b, c, N; q) = 4@3 ’ cq;;“’ 
--* 
9”+ b*q”+ ’ 
3 5 bcq 
; 459 
I 
= W,,(x; a, /3, a*q”+ ‘, N; q), (1.15) 
we find that (1.12) is equivalent to q-!” < a, q +-’ < /3. Hence the coef- 
ficients in (1.14) are nonnegative for 0 < q < 1 if c = a2qrv ‘I, q-” < a, and 
q-“-l < b. Similarly, use of W,(n; b, b, c, N; q) = Wn(x; bc, b ‘q A - ‘, 
b2qN+ ’ , N; q) gives other cases. The convolution structure which follows 
from the nonnegativity of the coefficients in (1.14) is analogous to that given 
by Gasper [3] for Jacobi polynomials and in [6] for the continuous q-Jacobi 
polynomials. In a subsequent paper we hope to show how formula (1.10) can 
be extended to the case a # b to give additional cases for which K(x, y, z; q) 
and the linearization coefficients in (1.14) are nonnegative. 
2. SIMPLIFICATION OF FORMULA (1.8) WHEN a = b=d 
Since we wish to utilize product formula (1.8) to convert the kernel 
K(x, y, z; q) to a nonnegative form, we need to choose any two of the q- 
Racah polynomials that appear on the right-hand side of (1.7). Because of 
symmetry it does not matter which pair we choose; for the sake of 
definiteness we choose the pair depending on x and y. Thus the special case 
of (1.8) that we shall use is 
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w,,k b, 6, c, N; q) W,(Y; b, b, c, N; s) 
= W1dAbZqN+*), (cb-,q-,\-,)n 
(bcq), W’“), 
x ;T (q-n)k(b2q”+1)k(bqx+‘)k(bq~*‘)k 
k:O (q>k(bq)k(bq)k(bc-'q)k 
x (bc-‘q-+‘)k(bc-‘q”-‘i’),q, 
(bc-‘qN+1)k(bZq”‘+2)k 
x Id4 
&lq-%-k, q(cb-‘q-,’ i-k)! 2, 
(cb ‘q 
V-1-k I? 
> , 
_q(cb~lq-“--l--k)112, &I9 VI k, cb ‘qmk, 
-(&lq-~.!- I-k)l!Z, 
bcq, 4 '3 
-k 
4 3 
y -.I 
cq 9 
r 2 
cb-'q-"3 
b-lq--y-k ': 'h , b-q .’ , 
4 -?, 4 --r 
cb-‘qP-‘v-k, cb-‘Pmk : q,q . I (2.1 1 
The 10#9 series on the right is very well poised, balanced, and terminating. 
and hence can be transformed to another ,,,d9 of the same kind by Jackson’s 
theorem Ill, p. 102 1, 
I 
a, qa”‘, -qa1’2. 6,. h 
4J 
:. 4. 
10 9 a'l2 +‘f2, 
aqlb I 3 aqlb2 * w/b,. 
b b b q 
,, 
43 5, fir 
aqlb,y aqlb, y aqlb,, aq”” ’ “’ I 
(aq), @dbA), (4b4bd, (aqlW6)n 
= @q/b.,), WbA Wbd, (aqlb4b,bA 
x IOf? 
[ 
c, qc’12, -qc’y b, c/a. b2 c/a. 
c1/2 
3 
+1:2, 
Mb, . aqlb, v 
b,c/a, b,, b,. b,. q n 
w/b, y q/b,, q/b, a cqlb,, WC’ 
; 939 3 
I 
(2.2) 
where c = a’q/b, 6, b,, and the balancedness of the series is expressed by the 
relationship a3q2 = b,b2b3b,b,b,q-“. 
Recall from (1.9) that we have assumed 0 < x < y < N. Then, by (2.2), the 
4 series in (2.1) transforms to 10 9 
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(bq)k(bC-‘qN+‘)k(bCqX+Y-N+l)k(bq’+y-x)k 
(bqx+ ‘)k (bqy+ yk (bc- IqN-X+ I)/( (beqY-N+ ‘)k 
x ‘Oh 
bcqY-IY, q(bcqy-N “’ 1 9 
(bcqY-N)1’2, 
-q(bcqY-N)“2, b2qk+ ‘, -k 
-(bcqY-N)‘/2, &lqY-N-k, bcq:N;kt I, 
bCqY+‘, Cq~-N, Cq~-N, q~-N, 
9 
-x 
-N 
q , bqlty-‘, bq, bcq, bcq 
xtyt 1-N ; 434 * 
I 
Applying (2.2) once again on the ,0#9 series we find the desired transfor- 
mation 
‘Oh1 I in (2.1) 
(bq)k(bc-‘qN+l)k(bcqx+y-N+‘),(bq’+y-”), 
(bq”+l)k(bqY+‘)k(bc-lqN-X+l)k(bcqy-N+l)k 
2y-x-N 
’ 
q(Cq2y-x-N)lIZ, -q(CqZy-x-N)I12, 
(Cq2~-x-N)1/2, -(Cq2~-x-N)l/2, 
b-‘qy-x-k bq lty--x+k 
bCqY-Nt ‘t;, 
cb-‘qy-N, 
b-lCqy-N-i, bqltYPX, 
bcqytl Y-N Y-N --x 
b-lqy--x-N, yty-;, ,,4,,-x, ,:-Nil; q’q ’ 
I 
Using this in (2.1) we find that 
Wn(X; by b, C, N; 4) W~(Y; b, by C, N; 4) = 2 Aif’i,,(X,Y), 
i=O 
(2.3) 
where 
~, = (bqN-y+‘)x(bcqY-N+l),(c-‘q-Y)x (q-y), . (cq2y-x-N)i 
I 
(bq),(bcq),(q-N),(c~‘qN-2Y)X (4)i 
(1 --cq 2y--x-N+2i)(b-lqY--x)i 
X 
X (CqY-N)i (bcq’“)i(q’-“)i(q-“)i 
(1 - cq2y-x-N)(bcqy-N+ ‘)i (ql +Y-“)i 9l’ 
x (b plqY-“-N)i (cq’ +Y--x)i (Cq2”-N+ l)i (2.4) 
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and 
p, (x y)= (bc-‘d”(b2qNf2)n (cb-,q-“-,)” 
,.n 3 
(bcq), (9 -“>, 
q 
-n 
x f&s ’ 
b2qn+l, bql+Y-r+i, 
b’q,‘+ ‘> bq, 
bcq 
xi-y-.v+ I bC-‘qN-Yt l-i, bq I*.r-y 
bcq"-N+l+': bc - ‘q, 4 
ItS-y-i ; 4.4 . 
1 
(2.5 1 
It is easy to see that Ai is nonnegative for 0 i q < 1, i = 0, l,..., x when 
q -,’ < b < c and 0 <x <y < N. Note also that the h#S series in (2.5) is 
balanced. 
3. DERIVATION OF FORMULA (1.10) 
Setting a = b and using (2.3) in (1.7) we obtain 
K(x, y, z; 6, b, c, N; q) = + AiL,(x, y, z; q), 
,Tzll 
(3.1) 
where 
x e (b*qL (bq3’2)n (-W2L (bcq),, (9 “1, 
n~o (q),, @d”>, (-W2)W ‘q), @2q”+z),, 
x (c - ‘q”)” Pi,,(x, y) IV&; b. b, c, N; q). (3.2) 
From Watson’s formula [I 1, (3.4.1.511 
-” , a, b, c 
d, e, f’ “’ I 
(3.3 1 
= @lbc),(dflbc), 
(f >, (e>, 
409!95:2-2 
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where abcq’-” = def, and hence we have 
W&; b, 6, c, N; s) 
(3.4) 
-2 Z-N n-N 
’ ’ ‘Z-N’ 9, :, 
b-*q-“-I-” 
3 cb q , 
b-,qp” ; 434 
I 
Using (3.4) and (2.5) in (3.2) we get 
Li(x9YY r; 4) 
= (b4>,(bC-‘4>,(Cb-‘4~N>,(b-‘q-N), 
(C-‘)N(b2q2)N(b4)z(bCq)l 
x (b2qN+‘)’ -S 
’ (q-z)j(cqZ-n)j (b-2q-N-‘)j d- 
,eo (q)j(cb-‘q-N)j (b-‘q-N)j (3.5) 
( 
(bq 
l+Y-xti)k(bql+x-Y)k 
xc 
x @cq 
xty-N+ l)k(bC-‘qN-‘+ 1 -i)kqk M, 
k (q)k (bq), @*qN+ ‘h (bc- ‘dk 
J-k’ 
x (bCqY-N+I+i)k(bql+x-Y-i)k 
where 
~~~~ = (-l)kb-kq-Cjt l)k-k(k+ I)/2 (“‘“,~~:I”;~~~~~~!~~~“” 
k k 
x 544 
b*q*k+ 1, bqkt J/2, -bqk+ 3/*, 
bq kt I/2 , -bqk+“2, (3.6) 
bZqNt2+k, q.iik-N 
bk-N 
. q,b-‘q-ti+k+l) . 
3 b2qN+*--jfk ’ I 
Using the q-analog of Dougall’s theorem [ 11, p. 2471 
W, @q/b, b21n 
= (4Wn @qlb2), ’ 
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the 5~4 series (3.6) sums to (b2q2k+2)N-jpk (b-‘q -+ I),~ j .,/(b$*‘), , i 
(4k-N),,fL j -k. Simplifying the coefficients, we then obtain 
Hence 
Li(X, .l’, z: q) = 
. (q)j(b-‘C”‘)j 
(bq2)i(b-2q-‘v-‘)i’ 
(3.81 
bcq't,'-jv + 1, bC-lq!\-?+ I i 
bcqy-Y+itl, bc- ‘q 
: 4.4 . 
I 
(3.0) 
It would be rather difftcult to make any progress from here on the basis of 
the summation and transformation formulas listed in Bailey 121 and Slater 
Ill]. Fortunately, Gasper [S ] recently found a q-extension of one of 
Karlsson’s 17 1 summation formulas 
b,@“, b2qm2,..., b,q”-- b 
b b, 
; q,am’qm’“‘~““‘“~r~ =o (3.10) 
1) * . ...) I 
if lag ‘q ‘“‘l”“““p)l < 1, and m,,m, ,..., mP are nonnegative integers. In 15 1 
it was also shown that if lap’qmt’ -(ml+“’ ‘“‘~~)I < 1, then 
MdW4m @dmWb),, - (b,lb)mp m,~...im,,-m = (bq), (da), (d,(b,),, ... (b,)mp 
x ,+24,+ L [q-my b/b, ,..., bqlb, bq’-,Tl,,b , ,..  bq’--“p,b,’ 4’4 I ’ (3’11) 
where m is a nonnegative integer. 
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We shall presently see that these are just the formulas that we need to 
manipulate the 5@4 series in (3.9). First, we rewrite it in a more suggestive 
form 
49 j-N bqJ+2qy-xti-j-l, bqltx-y-iqi, 
Q 5 4 
jt2 
bq 3 
1+x-y-i bq 3 
bq 3T, 
bCq’-N+y+i qXSi 
W-N+y+i 
; q, q E bi,j say. 1 (3.12) 
From (2.4) we may assume that 0 < i Q min(x, N-y). Then x - i and 
N-y - i are nonnegative integers. Hence by (3.10), bi,j = 0 if 
O<y-x+i--j- 1, as long as we keep assuming that 141 < 1. Since 
x - i < x and j < z we can conclude that L,(x,y, z; q) and hence K(x, y, z; 
b, b, c, N; q) vanish if y > x + z + 1. By symmetry we see that 
K(x, y, z; b, b, c, N; s> = 0 (3.13) 
if any one of x, y, z exceeds the sum of the other two. So the usual triangle 
inequality must be satisfied by x, y, z for nonzero values of the kernel. 
We shall now assume, as we may, that x, y, z satisfy inequality (1.9). 
Since the 5#4’s in (3.9) vanish unless j>y -x + i, replacing j by 
j+y-x+i we get 
Xxtz+Yfi (qY-x-z+i)j(Cqy+z-x-Nti)j 
J%, (bq 
2tY-x+i)j(Cb-lqY-x-N+i)j 
4 ypx-Ntitj , bq lty-xti 
x A04 
, bql+x-y, 
bq 2+ypxtit.i , bql+x-Y-ir 
bC-lql+N-y-i, bCql+X+y-N 
bc-‘q, bCql-N+y+i; 459 . I 
(3.14) 
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Applying (3.11) to the 5$4 series and simplifying the coeffkients gives 
L,(x v z.q)= (cb-‘q-N)N(cb~‘9~N)Z(b-‘q--~V), (b2q”+,): 
I 3.7 5 
(q)N b?’ -“>N cbq), (bCq)z 
. (dN+x-y @qX-“)x 
w  14).h -y 
x (C-‘qX~y)N~y(CqZ-N)y-x(q~L)~‘~x qy-., 
(cb~‘q~“),_,(bcq”“-“).~ 
(bqlfYml)\ll \ 
c 
(qy~x-;)i(Cqy+l~"~")i(C~~l~~ “); 
X 
x @I 
Itr-I);(bcql t?‘-~t)i(ql t2.v 2.yzi 
i 
(cb-lqy-"-.w)i(q"-"-")i(clq'21cl)i 
x (~-IqV~.~);(ql+2~~2.r);(CqI*z\~~.~~ \)2i 
I 
x (pc-lq-')' 
.rtz-p-i (q~-x~;ti)j(CqY+l~X~‘+i)j(b- I4 ,\ l)j 
x x 
j  
j-0 
(q)j(cb- lqY--x4’+ i),i(q?‘mx4 t i)j q  
x 544 
i 
q  
-i Ity--x+i 1 t?v-~Z.x- ?i 
’ 
bq 4 
bq Mt*-j ,’ q’+*\‘ , 2-r + i 
cq 
ltypx+i 
3 c-'Cr* ' 
* 
cq 
1tZy~x~Y-t 2; c~lq!v-2x-l-i ' 939 . 
J 
(3.15) 
However, by the q-analog of the’Pfaff-Saalschultz theorem [ II, (3.3.2.2)] 
xtz?y+i (qy-x-z+i)j(cq Y+Z--x-Nti)j(b-'q-N-')j cq-jJk 
,3J 
(q)j(cb-‘qY-X-N+~)j(qY-x~N+i),i 
(bq 
N + 2 -.i 
h ” 
= (b-lq-,“-‘)k 
(qy~x~r+i)k(cq"ti~.~~.~+i)k 
(Cb-Iqy--x--lYti)k(q)'-l-- \+i)k. 
L 
q  
y-J-z+i+k 
7 cq 
y+zpx-Nti+k 
x 342 
b-'q ' ' 
Cbplqypx-s&ti+k, qvm.xm \+i+k; 434 
I 
=(b-lq-A-l)k 
(q~,-x-;+i)k(cq~+i-.~~,~ + i)k 
(cb-IqY-X-Nti)k(qy---x-hti)A 
(b~‘q~z)x+r~y~i~~(Cq’*Y~Xiirk)~~+~~~_~.~~ 
’ (Cb-lqy-x-Nti+k 
)x+z~y~i~k(q”-Ltl).~+;~Y~ im k 
(b-‘q-L)X+r_y(cq’+Y-6)Xt;-y 
= (bq”+“)’ (cb~‘qY--“-N)x+;~Y(q.2’-;i ‘)lt; \ 
. (q5a-x--2ti)k(Cq y+r-x-Nti)k (qy-X~,\)i(Cb~lqy~.~~ “>i 
@q '+Y-X)i+k (cq’+yi, b . 
(3.16) 
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Using (3.16) in (3.15) and simplifkg, we get 
x (9’-“-‘Ii tcq y+z-x-‘yi(&‘qY-N)i(bCqlfy-N)i 
(bq 1+Y--X)i(C-lqN-2x+l)i(~-‘qY--X)i(ql+ZY-2X)i 
(4 
x (cq 
‘+2y-2x)2i 
‘+2y--x-N)2i (c Q 
-1 N-x+lji 
’ 443 ’ 
[ 
ypxpz+i y+zpxp,Y+i 
’ ‘:1+2y-2x+i ’ 
3 
4 l+2yp2xt2i 3 c-‘qN-x+’ 
cq It2y-x-N+2i 1 .; c-1qN-2x+1+r 939 1 > (3.17) 
where 
A(X,Y, z; s) 
(3.18) 
X 
x (b~‘q~z)x+z-y(Cq’tY~+)x+Z-y , 
(bcq ‘+Y-N)x(cb-‘qy-x-N)x+z~y (qN-Z+1)x+2-S q’-x 
. (bq 1 
l+y-x N+x-y 
We can see that no definite sign pattern of the coeffkients has emerged 
yet. However, the 4#3 series in (3.17) is balanced and so transformable by 
(3.3). Thus 
. (C~lqN~x+l+i)x+r-y-i 
y-x--r+i y+z-xpNti 
’ ‘:1+2y-2x+i ’ 
Zy-x-Nti 
1 
i:l “‘3 2y-2Nti ; 934 * 
9 cq 1 
Using this in (3. 
Li(X,.V9 z; 9) 
= B(x, v. z 
NONNEGATIVE KERNELS 
7) and simplifying the coefficients we obtain 
4) 
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Finally, formula (1.10) follows by using (3.19), (3.20). and (2.4) in (3.1). 
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